HF27X24 -

Narrow

2 Drawer File Cabinet

A '27 Series' Narrow Cabinet
A File Cabinet Good Enough For Your Living Room
This might look like any other lateral filing cabinet, but
it isn't. It's better. It’s Can-Am: strong, solid, safe, and
durable with a hint of style that just fits - and at less
than two feet, it fits a lot of places.
It's also part of the Can-Am family of modules so
it seamlessly integrates into any configuration.
HF27X24 is perfect for storing letter or legal-sized files,
or simply for storing larger items that don't fit into
cookie-cutter storage furniture.
Stand-Alone or Modular - HF27X24 Just Fits
With this much capacity, in such a small footprint, it's
easy to see why it's our most popular narrow filing
solution. Optional legs, wheels, and tops finish it off
nicely, and 18 powder coat colors mean it will match any decor.
The full extension sliders give you access to every inch of space - and to avoid tipping,
the safety interlocking feature ensures only one drawer can be open at a time.

This stack consists of M4D27X24
on top of an HF27X24 on metal legs.

HF27X24 makes a great desk pedestal.
Pair it up with another ‘27 Series’ narrow
cabinet that suits your needs and you’ve
got a custom desk - made to order.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 65 lb
Cabinet Dimension: 23.5" W x 26.75” H x 20" D
Inside Drawer:20” W x 12" H x 18" D
Weight Capacity: 100 lb per drawer
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat available in 18 colors
Lock: Standard (Cabinets can be ordered without locks)

All our drawer cabinets include a key lock for added security and
peace of mind. They are all keyed alike for your convenience.
This cabinet can be ordered with or without locks.
Why Not Supersize it?
HF27X24 is also available in a full-width version, at just over three
feet wide, as HFCAB27. If you have the room, consider it.

FEATURES
- Safety interlocking drawers prevent tipping
- Key lock for added safety and security
- Heavy duty full-extension ball bearing sliders - for total access
- Includes hardware for connecting cabinets when stacking
- Drawers can be configured for legal or letter sized hanging files

- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability and lift the cabinet off the
floor. The levelers rest in dimples topside when stacking
- Provides dust-free space efficient storage
- Ideal height and setup for a desk or computer/work station
- Like all Can-Am cabinets, there is no assembly required.

MATCHING COMPONENTS
The HF27X24 shares the dimensions of
these cabinets. That’s good to know when
designing configurations or a desk that needs
to be at a common height.
M3D27X24
F2D27X24
F1D27X24
OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDY / LEGS / MICA TOP / METAL TOP / LABEL HOLDERS

CH27X24

M4D7X24
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